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Junior RDP for On-Field Players and Goalkeeper Training 

Training is a process that aims towards improving an individual’s performance capabilities 
and confidence” 

TECHNICAL HABITS 
 

 
 
 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Junior RDP Training Program – Technique/Technical/Confidence 

Warm-up-Technique/Technical, SSG-Topic Related Practice, Coach within the game- Cool-
Down/Review. The program has 2 cycles of 10 weeks.  First session of the week is player focus 
development. Second session is coaches’ session where the program coach focus on players 
needs based on the curriculum. Fitness is part of the session where the staff makes the 
fitness part of the curriculum with a ball. Keeper training is with the keeper coach.  This 
will ensure that players tackle all skills.  
 

Physical Training Program 
Physical Training: Building on Gross Motor and Fine Motor skills  

Phase 1 
Building Technique 

Phase 2 
Building Technical good habits 

Phase 3 
Building Confidence  and 

FUNdamentals 

Field set up 
 Get the players to warm up with dynamic work with a ball 
 Introduce the session to the players at the beginning  
 Team talk/cool down on the side of the field to review the session 
 This will help the players understand what they worked on 

 

Player’s assessments   
 Players verbal assessments, 5th week.                               
 Players written assessments, 10th week, to be handed out/emailed and reviewed in the 

following weeks                                                      
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Week 1 Session 1, Player focus development session, Dribbling-Close Control                                                

- Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
- Game theme SSG, (DRIBBLING) Game Awareness 
- Coaching Points: 1, Keep ball close. 2, Touch step. 3, Eyes on ball                             
 

            Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        
- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 2 Session 1, Player focus development session, Passing-Weight & Accuracy                                                                  
             - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed                                                                    

- Game theme SSG, (PASSING) Game Awareness 
- Coaching points: 1, Ankle firm. 2, Keep ball in front of you. 3, Accuracy 
 

Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        
- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

                                                                                                                                      
Week 3 Session 1, Player focus development session, Control-Receiving the ball with 
various parts                                                                                                                                                                          

- Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
- Game theme SSG, (FIRST TOUCH), Game Awareness                                                                     
- Coaching points: 1, Cushion ball.  2, Head steady. 3, 1st touch out from feet 
 

            Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        
- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

                                                                                                              
Week 4 Session 1, Player focus development session, Shooting/Finishing-From close range                                          
              - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
             - Game theme SSG, (SHOOTING) Game Awareness    
             - Coaching points: 1, Look at target. 2, Eyes back on ball. 3, Ankle locked     
 
            Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  
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Week 5 Session 1, Review plus Tournament Play  
             - Players verbal assessments, spend a few minutes with each player while the games                     
are on going                                 
             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 4 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e. 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s  
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach 
 
Session 2, Review plus Tournament Play 
 - Players verbal assessments continuation, Finish off the assessments.   

             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 4 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e. 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s  
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach 

 
Week 6 Session 1, Player focus development session, Passing Disguising the pass with 
various foot parts                                                                             

 -  Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed     
 - Game theme SSG, (PASSING) Game awareness. 
 - Coaching points: 1, Disguise the pass. 2, Weight of pass. 3, Timing of the pass. 

 
Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 7 Session 1, Player focus development session, Control-Receiving & changing pace                                 
            - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
            - Game theme SSG, (FIRST TOUCH), Game Awareness      
            - Coaching points:  1, Body behind ball. 2, Select controlling surface. 3, Cushion ball.                                
 
Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  
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Week 8 Session 1, Player focus development session, Shooting-Weaker foot                                                   
- Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 

            - Game theme SSG, (FINISHING), Game Awareness 
            - Coaching points:1, Hit through middle of ball. 2, Hips should face goal. 3, Knee over ball        
 
             Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 9 Session 1, Player focus development session, Passing Combinations                                                                       

- Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
- Game theme SSG, (ATTACKING PLAYS) Game awareness 
- Coaching points: 1, Drive at defender. 2, Angle your run. 3, Timing of pass. 

 
             Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 10 Session 1, Review plus Tournament Play 
             - Players written assessments/emailed, review with players                               
             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 9 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e. 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s   
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach  
 

               Session 2, Review plus Tournament Play 
  -Players written assessments, Finish off the assessments.                                

             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 9 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e., 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
             - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties  
             - Game theme SSG, s 
             - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach 
 
Technical Staff: As we lead towards the 2nd half of the indoor season, please spend more 
time on coaching your topic in the SSG. 

 
 Progression with advanced play:  Basic tactical concepts involving basic cooperation 
between players. Building basic game intelligence and decision making. 
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Week 11 Session 1, Player focus development session, Ball Control-Manipulation & 
Dribbling                                                                             

   - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
               - Game theme SSG, (DRIBBLING) Game awareness.  
               - Coaching points:  1, First touch. 2, Protect ball. 3, Drive at defender 
               
                Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 12 Session 1, Player focus development session, 1vs1 Attacking and Finishing                                            
              - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (ATTACKING) Game awareness 
              - Coaching points: 1, Get to the ball quickly. 2, 1st touch. 3, Change speed 
                
                Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 13 Session 1, Player focus development session, Shooting-the ball on the ground                                      
               -  Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (SHOOTING) Game awareness 
              - Coaching points: Lean over the ball. 2, Follow through. 3, Ankle locked 
 
               Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 14 Session 1, Player focus development session, 2v2 Attacking games                                                    
               - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (#, S UP SITUATIONS) Game awareness 
              - Coaching points: 1, 1st attacker commits to defender. 2, Support from 2nd attacker  
                 3, Player movement/support off the ball  
                                                   
               Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 15 Session 1, Review plus Tournament Play                         
             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 4 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e. 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s  
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach 
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            Session 2, Review plus Tournament Play 
             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 4 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s 
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach 

 
Week 16 Session 1, Player focus development session, running with the ball & passing                                                                         
               - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (THREW PASSES) Game Awareness 
               - Coaching points: 1, Look for opponents. 2, Use arms for balance. 3, Keep ball on 

outside foot.     
                                                           
                Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 17 Session 1, Player focus development session, Passing/Shooting                                                                         
               - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (SHOOTING ACCURACY) Game awareness  
               - Coaching points: 1, Eyes on ball. 2, Ankle locked. 3, Body and knee should be over ball 
 
                Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  

 
Week 18 Session 1, Player focus development session, 1v1 Defending                                                                    
              - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (DEFENDING) Game awareness 
              - Coaching points: 1, Look at ball. 2, Poke with the front foot. 3, Be patient                                                              
 
                Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  
 

Week 19 Session 1, Player focus development session, 2v2 Defending                                                                    
              - Technique, warm up on apposed/Technical, opposed 
              - Game theme SSG, (GROUP DEF) Game awareness 
              - Coaching points: 1, 1st def be patient. 2, 2nd def comm. 3, Don’t over commit. 
 
                Session 2, Coaches session with progression                                                                        

- Warm up 
- Technique/Technical, SSG  
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Week 20 Session 1, Review plus Tournament Play 
             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 4 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e. 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s   
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG to coach 

 
            Session 2, Review plus Tournament Play 
             - Group warm up, (Ball each player if available) 10 min, Ball Manipulation 
             - Touch on (past 4 weeks) topics) 
             - Mini games: i.e., 2v2,3v3 etc., 4-to-5-minute games and rotate teams 
             - Divide large group into 3/4 teams, if possible, pick captains for each team. 

 - USE KEEPERS IF AVAILABLE, if not use safety zone 5y from goal 
 - Final game for 1st & 2nd, (if tied penalties) 
 - Game theme SSG, s  
 - Team staff, coach within the game, DO NOT STOP THE SSG/BIG GAME to coach 
 
 

We also spend time with our athletes on good eating habits on what to eat and what not to eat 

 
For your session plan ideas please visit the links below  
Ontario Soccer (http://www.ontariosoccer.net/player-grassroots) 
Ontario Soccer (Grassroots Practices (ontariosoccer.net) 
Junior RDP (Soccer Fun Games for Kids | Coaching American Soccer) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

"Players need freedom “LET THEM PLAY 
 

Nutrition Program 

NUTRITION 
EATING THE RIGHT FOODS 
THE FOUR Rs 


